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CHAIRMAN’S CORNER

Chairman’s corner
by Colin Williamson - Chairman

I

have been thinking about decision-making recently - not least
as I have spent many hours in the past three weeks manually
removing copious moss, mud, weeds and rusty nails from a
gravel driveway; whoever thought starting that project would
be a good idea?
Singer, Kenny Rogers, also had something to say about
decisions:
You’ve got to know when to hold ‘em, know when to
fold ‘em, know when to walk away, know when to run.
Kenny Rogers
That’s all very well and good at the poker table but in aviation
matters, how do we ‘know’? How do we assemble relevant
information to make decisions? Of course, our initial training gets
us started through studying theoretical knowledge material and in
practical exercises in the air. Subsequent experience has a way of
showing us what works and what does not, although the latter can
be unpleasant if not downright dangerous. Communities such as
PPL/IR Europe allow us to share knowledge, experiences, tips
and tricks without having to make all the mistakes ourselves.
My thinking is also coloured by something I came across
during my Royal Air Force days in a job at the Ministry of
Defence. I was posted out of my usual pattern of aircraft-related
roles to lead a study into Communications and Information
Systems manpower management. While in that world, I learned
that there is a hierarchy running from data through to wisdom
that goes something like this:

of preferred sources, especially where weather is concerned.
Training and experience should engender an intelligent
appreciation of weather factors and leading to pre-flight hold ‘em
or walk away decisions.
But pre-flight planning only gets you so far, for weather is
dynamic and can change once airborne. Moreover, I would fret
once in a layer of IMC, for I could no longer see-and-avoid the
nasty stuff. In-cockpit weather information is an answer but for
years Europe has lagged the USA in deploying systems to make it
available affordably. I have read of the development by Sebastian
Golze, a PPL/IR Europe member, of his ADL satellite weather
systems and I know some other members have been early adopters
but until now I’d hesitated. However, recent trips in convective
weather with Paul Sherry, Paul Turner and Anthony Bowles, each
of whom had a cockpit-weather system, have persuaded me of
the benefits. In each case, when embedded CBs were in evidence,
they were able to request deviations that kept us safely clear.
As the image of weather displayed on a GTN750 (below)
illustrates, much effort is directed at ‘data fusion’ to make
assimilation and interpretation quick and intuitive. The wise
decisions were therefore the culmination of having timely
information downloaded and presented in-cockpit in a useful
manner, allowing judicious requests for ‘20º left’ or ‘continue

Data:
Metadata:

Single elements of ‘fact’, e.g. the number 37
‘Facts’ associated with Data, such as units of
measurement or location.
Information: Data combined with Metadata to give context. So
we could have 37 mm/hr rainfall in Brussels.
Intelligence: The capability to understand the implications
of the Information. So we might appreciate that
37 mm/hr rainfall in Brussels is unusually high,
and that flooding could occur if the rainfall is
prolonged.
Wisdom:
Deciding on a course of action that leads to a
desired outcome in the circumstances. If travelling
across Brussels in 37 mm/hr rainfall, wise
decisions might include wearing a hat and coat,
taking an umbrella, or buying a boat.
Now we have a structure to this business of decision-making. Our
aim in aviation, as in most other activities, is to achieve wisdom
and for this we need to compile relevant information and apply
intelligence to interpret it. During pre-flight planning there is no
shortage of information - indeed the worldwide web has spawned
an explosion in the availability of information from a wide range
of sources, some more trustworthy than others. To manage the Above: In-flight information helps us avoid bad weather between Salzburg
threat of ‘information overload’, we each develop a shortlist and Belgrade during the PPL/IR Europe Balkan tour in 2017.
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present heading for 30 miles’.
I am now in the process of discussing the installation of
an ADL150 in our group SR20 and of obtaining quotes for it,
complete with FPL-In capability fed from our trusty GNS430.
If successful, I hope to have it aboard during the forthcoming
PPL/IR Europe tour to Italy, Macedonia and Croatia. I will report
on whether I manage to apply intelligence, in conjunction with
our StormScope, to achieve wise decisions or whether I suffer
information overload and indecision. In other words, whether it
helps me know when to hold, fold, walk away or run.
Another topical issue is Brexit and its implications for PPL/IR
Europe. The matter has been raised on the forum and by email,
and we discussed it at a recent Board meeting. Irrespective of any
individual views on Brexit, there is a clear risk with respect to the
relationship between the UK and EASA. While negotiations are
ongoing, it is impossible to say what that relationship might look
like in future. However, while PPL/IR Europe is registered in
the UK and about 65% of members are UK residents (a statistic
we continually try to redress by encouraging more continental
members) we are certainly not tied to the outcome of Brexit.
The position of the Board is that while the UK plans to leave
the EU, it is not leaving Europe. PPL/IR Europe aims in future
still to be relevant to all IFR pilots in Europe, accepting that we
might have to deal with both EASA and UK regulators. Indeed,
much of our representation to EASA currently is through Europe
Air Sports and we envisage that will continue. Moreover, we
already represent member pilots from countries outside the EU,
such as Switzerland and Norway. In addition to our representation
activities, we will continue to serve as a community for IFR
pilots, especially for providing support, for sharing information
and expertise, and for running training and social events. We
certainly plan to continue - and enhance - our offering as the new
Working Groups find their feet.
I trust this provides reassurance to members who have
wondered whether PPL/IR Europe will be relevant in future.
Whether the decision makers in the Brexit negotiations will
display wisdom remains to be seen. They too need to know when
to hold, fold, walk away or run.
Lastly, PPL/IR Europe was pleased to engage recently with a
key decision maker in the UK CAA, namely Richard Moriarty
who is the new Chief Executive. We took part in a General
Aviation day at Turweston in June organised by Roger Hopkinson
of the General Aviation Awareness Council. Our part included a
flight with Julian Scarfe in a Twin Commanche across the Luton
zone and over London. While the opportunity to highlight IFR
flying was limited by the day’s programme, Julian was able to
demonstrate some of the capabilities of the aircraft we fly and
the general challenges of light aircraft aviation. One of Richard’s
interests is mountaineering, so he brings particular experience of
assessing personal risk and associated decision making, which
could be interesting in his new role. In other words, whether
he knows when to hold, fold ... you get the idea. While we had
this opportunity with a UK regulator, I would be very happy
if continental members were in a position to engage in similar
fashion with their own senior NAA executives and I’ll support in
any way I can. Please let me know if you succeed.

Colin Williamson
Chairman - PPL/IR Europe
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Editorial

T

he long hot summer days, which we have all enjoyed, are
now giving way to cooler, more autumnal weather with
the first hints of morning mists and fog and we hope that
all members have managed some enjoyable flying this
summer.
PPL/IR Europe’s social weekend this year was to Gdansk ably
organised by Michal Zienkiewicz and his wife Eva and written up in
this IP by James Hallam, responsible for bringing the average age of
our group down by a useful notch or two. It would have been good
to have a few more members participating and particularly from
Europe where the flight distances were less but for those who went,
it was a stimulating and enjoyable weekend; we believe that for next
year there are plans for a more central location.
As we go to press, the nine day tour is in progress taking several
aircraft and members to Italy, Macedonia and Croatia and a report
on this should be available for the Winter IP.
Timothy Nathan introduces us to the Competence and Operations
Working Group that he chairs and explains what work has so far
been done and what is still in progress. It is well worth downloading
from the Forum and reading the papers published so far and please
send Timothy any feedback that you may have on these.
With autumn mists and fog particularly in mind but more generally
adverse flight conditions of various kinds, Jim Thorpe gives us his
thoughts on the appropriate selection of alternate airfields for IFR
use; in summary his message is that what may be satisfactory for
CAT is not necessarily appropriate for GA.
Craig Warmington writes about his path to gaining his CB IR; we
welcome these accounts because there are many variants to achieving
this goal and the more inspiration we can give to aspiring pilots, the
better. It is particularly good to read that Craig set Salzburg as his
goal for his IFR trip where he had been last September on his first
PPL/IR Europe social weekend.
Indeed we can report an upturn in articles for publication received
from members in response to previous pleas and for the first time in
a while, we have some spare articles in the bank as it were for future
issues. Thank you Craig and others for this, and we hope that further
members will be inspired to write something and send it in with a
few pictures.
Our feature article of this edition must be David Fabry’s Tarbes to
Santiago “FerryMoon” trip; a challenge to which few members can
aspire. Of course a TBM is a marvellous steed for such an expedition
but if you look at the Earthrounders and similar websites, it has been
done by SEPs and even homebuilts. How lucky David managed
to convince his wife that this was a suitable honeymoon activity;
we suspect that for most members this would be even more of a
challenge than the flight itself. We look forward in time to David’s
account of his Silver Wedding anniversary flight!
Graham Whittle sends us to the shores of the Atlantic for his
usual quiz and Alan South completes this edition with some useful
tips on breaking-in brakes.
Anthony Bowles
Phil Caiger
Graham Whittle
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CBIR - Taking That Bold Step
by Craig Warmington

I

t was a cold, overcast morning. I stood staring upwards out level of experience and ability. It had been a little while since
of the window, desperately trying to find a peak of blue undertaking an instrument approach, in fact during my IMC
sky amidst the long dense greyness. All was in vain, as the renewal 15 months earlier, but I remember it being relatively
scene merely confirmed what the METARs and TAFs were straight forward. Oh I was so wrong…so naïve…and I had
reporting. There would be no flying today. Like so many much to learn…
pilots, I turned to the next best option, to read about flying. It was
Through Jerry’s patience and my perseverance we completed
an article about the CAA’s new competency based instrument the minimum hours, but it was obvious to both of us that I
rating (CBIR) that caught my eye and the author sharing his was far from test ready. Sadly at the same time Command Pilot
experiences in Pilot magazine. Like so many private pilots, I training had to close its school at Coventry airport.
was aware that the IR(R) rating, or IMC rating as it was then
called, was a poor substitute to the full instrument rating (IR). Finding a suitable aircraft
Like so many others, I had pondered the increased capabilities
and extended privileges that an IR gave but also like so many As I advanced in my training it became increasingly clear
others, I determined that this was probably a little too serious that I needed to obtain an aircraft capable of flying IFR - an
and costly for my tastes. But could this CBIR be the shortcut I aircraft that had suitable navigation aids and avionics but also
was looking for? I have always been studious and so it was not the power to climb to airways in the requisite time (at least
the seven exams that deterred
500fpm). I had looked at lots
me, though I knew they would
of aircraft and I determined
be a challenge, it was the fifty
that I really wanted something
hours of flight training. That
that could fly into known ice
was longer than my original
conditions (FIKI) and had an
PPL training! In the end I
autopilot to make single crew
decided against it and went on
operations feel a little less
to read about travels across
intense. Takeflight Aviation
Africa. My mind however
at Wellesbourne were selling
had other plans and I found
shares in a Piper PA46 Malibu
myself doing more and more
Matrix, and all it took was to
research. I knew I would
let the family take a seat in
not complete the training in
the soft leather seats in the
back, and we were sold! In
the minimum ten hours, but
getting my PA46 class rating
I guessed fifteen, twenty at
I was introduced to John Dale
tops and I would be done.
I contacted GTS Aviation,
from JD Aviation Ltd and
Oysterair. John, like Jerry,
CBIR manuals ready to go
a lovely man called Roger
had the same high standards
Henshaw and that was it, I was
I aspired to achieve and so I asked if he would be happy to
on my way.
I live in the Midlands and work in London and so a one complete my IR training. He agreed, though possibly unaware
hour train commute proved to be the perfect time to study. GTS of the challenge he had set himself. Jerry had ironed out a few
organised the seven subjects into two modules, with an intense of the kinks but I still resembled a shirt that had spent three
refresher session at the end of each study block. I chose to weeks at the bottom of a wash basket.
JD Aviation have a wonderful PA28-RT Arrow based at
complete the first four exams together and then the final three
together, two sittings in total at the CAA’s examination centre Hawarden Airport. It also was fully Precision Based Navigation
in Gatwick. It took a total of five months from start to finish, (PBN) equipped and would give me that extra stamp required by
31 August 2018. My personal view is that IR training requires
with an average of one hour of study per day.
With the theory complete it was time to focus on the practical a good instructor, a good aircraft and a suitably equipped air
aspects. I had around 250 hours of flying and 56 by instruments, traffic controlled airport. JD Aviation ticked all three boxes.
so I was feeling confident. The CBIR was starting to fall within I came to learn these things, probably quite obvious to many
readers of PPL/IR Europe.
my grasps and the excitement was building!

Not as easy as first thought
After some initial research I settled on Command Pilot training
and met the lovely Jerry Marsden and Piers Walsh. They
confirmed that it was possible to complete the course in the
minimum time but a short assessment would help determine my
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1. Watch the attitude indicator and glance at everything else.
Climbs, cruise, descents, flaps down, undercarriage down,
rate one turns, no matter the situation learn to know where
the AI bar should be for that aircraft and hold it there,
using trim and not muscle power to keep it there.
2. If the indicated airspeed is not right for the exercise (climb,

PPL/IR EUROPE

cruise, descent) then it is probably because something else
is wrong, e.g. too steep an attitude or an incorrect power
setting. Do not ignore it, do something about it.
3. It is okay to tell ATC to standby. When you have a separate
flight plan filed for the return flight and are turning to
intercept an RNAV waypoint, and ATC want to give you
your return clearance, it is okay to say standby. Aviate.
Navigate. Communicate as they say.
The practical side of CBIR training is no different from the
full IR. It is also built upon the same level of professionalism
that many pilots acquire obtaining their Commercial Pilot’s
Licence (CPL). Positive, accurate radio calls, high quality
taxying, adherence to checklists and always being a step ahead
of the aircraft.

Adding PBN to the licence
Even though my lessons included DME arcs and NDB tracking,
both the more challenging parts of IR training, it was the PBN
I enjoyed most. Again this required theoretical training, which
Oysterair provided at a very competitive rate and practical
training. PBN flying seems so much more intuitive. We used
one of the very few RNAV equipped airports in the UK and
I, like so many others, could be heard requesting a RNAV28
approach into Blackpool. As a child I remember Blackpool
having a lovely beach, donkeys and kiss me quick hats, but now
all I could see was a magenta line and waypoints like TOVEL
and NH28I. I needed three RNAV approaches in my training
record to be able to include this approach in my skills test.
I must admit IR training is the one time in my life when I
have experienced my brain turning to mush. It is intense and in
the end I required 37 hours of training in aircraft and 16 hours
in the simulator, so it did require 50 hours after all. However,
this extra training not only made me safe to fly in Instrument
Meteorological Conditions, but made me a better, and safer
pilot all round.

ADL140

European data link weather on your iPad
The ADL140 is the portable soltution to
download European in flight weather and
display it on an iPad maving map.

The day of the test
So the CAA’s pot was supplemented and the test booked. Peter
Bradbury was going to be my IR examiner. The long checklist
of test requirements were given one last run through with John
and everything went really well. I felt confident and the night
before the test I slept remarkably well. On the day of the test I
awoke to a low cloud base, with EMBD CBs, mmm not good.
Another student, Patrick, was looking to complete his test the
next week and we all met at the airport. After the initial briefing
and a chat we had one last look at the METARs and TAFs. Even
though there was that feeling in my stomach of press-on-it-is,
often raised at PPL/IR Europe meetings where we learn from
others, wisdom prevailed and we rescheduled.
I only had to wait a week for the next test slot but I decided
to sneak in another practice lesson. Oh my days! My brain
had gone! Taxiing – fail! Climbs – fail! Tracking – poor to
middling. Limited panels – barely adequate. Steep turns –
maybe. Approaches – it was now getting embarrassing. If there
was a right way and a wrong way to fly, I found the wrong way!
Where had all that training gone? What had happened to me?
And then to add insult to injury, a tyre burst on landing! (which
thankfully turned out to be nothing to do with my landing). I

- Radar maps
- Strike maps
- Infrared images
- METAR / TAF
- WiFi interface
- Wind & Temperatures
- Send and receive text messages
- iOS and Android app available
- Integrated antenna
- Cigarette lighter power supply
- 84 x 55 x 26mm and only 140g

350,- EUR

With 24 month satellite subscription
(39,50 EUR / month)
ADL140 without any subscription: 750,- EUR
All prices plus VAT if applicable
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was mortified and I wanted to start the training all over again.
John was much calmer and had obviously come across this
situation before. That night was far less tranquil than previously
and I watched as 9 pm became 10 pm, 11 pm and then on to
3 am when I felt myself drifting off to hear the alarm at 7 am
waking me. Patrick, also doing his test the same day, relayed
that he too had a similar sleepless night. When I awoke I was
asking myself why I was doing this. All this stress and anxiety;
I am a grown man with nothing to prove, no glowing flying
career ahead of me. I chose to torture myself like this!
The test is tough, there is a lot to it, looking at the items
to cover in the test can scare many away but, as Peter put it
in an attempt to calm the nerves, it is just another short trip
in an aircraft. Just like John had predicted everything on the
test felt natural, climbing at 96 kts with an eagle eye on the
attitude indicator was ingrained, timely radio calls, thinking
ahead to join the airway, beginning the descent, commencing
the approach. I wasn’t perfect, I probably still have many hours
ahead of me to continue to refine my skills but I had passed
the IR skills test. What an amazing feeling, only surpassed by
gaining my private pilot’s licence and first solo.

Making it official
I now had a long list of evidence to prove I qualified for the IR:
theoretical test results, ID, logbook, training with Command,
training with JD Aviation, PBN theory certificate, limited
panel stamp, and so on. The CAA had a ‘apply to add a rating’
section on their website, which seemed fresh, modern and
simple and so I dutifully made my submission. Once again my
naïve optimism had struck. Apparently somewhere in all the
small print it clearly states that the online process does apply
to the IR but not to the CBIR, with no explanation why. Oh
well time to start printing. I packaged up a ton of paperwork,
which would have made an identity fraudster’s dreams come
true and posted it to the CAA. Fortunately Peter had provided a
temporary rating for a month, but even that ran out as it took six
weeks from first application to receiving the paperwork back.
Digitalisation, like a country full of RNAV approaches, is some
way off for the UK CAA. Hopefully our European cousins find
this step much easier.

Using the rating
The rating could not have come at more opportune time as I
had booked to fly the family to Salzburg and Croatia for our
summer holiday. I chose Salzburg because I was awestruck
after seeing the beautiful city in the PPL/IR Europe fly-out in
September 2017. Julian Scarfe had been so kind to fly me in
his wonderful Twin Comanche that time. The minute Julian and
I arrived at Salzburg I set a goal to take my family there in
2018 and I highly recommend it to others. In just three weeks
after my test we had planned to depart, so I just made it! We
chose to fly out at FL100. As beautiful as the Matrix is, it is not
pressurised and anything above FL100 would require oxygen,
so we chose to stay a bit lower on the route out. The staff at
Wellesbourne Tower had kindly obtained my clearance and after
a short while I heard those magical words, “Golf Tango Foxtrot
Alpha Mike you are cleared to enter controlled airspace…”.
My family were all happily sat in the back watching a movie

8
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Gramet - Salzburg to Losinj

as we flew across the East Midlands, Belgium, Germany, and
into Austria. Garmin Pilot on my iPad calculated the optimal
route, including airport, NOTAM and weather briefings. It
even included a GRAMET report and filed the flightplan with
Eurocontrol. The Matrix also has a Garmin FlightStream 510
plugged into one of the Garmin GTN650’s SD card slot, so the
entire flightplan could be uploaded to the aircraft with the tap
of a button, with changes en route syncing across the iPad and
avionics.
After a few nights in Salzburg we once again boarded the
Matrix and set off for Losinj in Croatia. The freedom to be
able to hop around Europe felt unreal, those hours of study and
flight training now being rewarded in full. I could not have
imagined doing this flight VFR. Staying below Class A airspace
in the UK, weaving below and around the controlled airspace in
Europe, maintaining VMC. All of this compared to the stressfree changing to the new headings, altitudes or frequencies
given by Air Traffic Control. The return flight was just over
five hours, Losinj to Wellesbourne and there is no way I could
have maintained the energy levels to complete that VFR.

Final thoughts
Obtaining my CBIR has certainly opened up Europe to me.
Flying from Salzburg to Losinj is as simple as flying from
Birmingham to Newcastle, in fact it is easier! Knowing that
should poor weather close in, I have the option, at many airports,
to descend where there is a cloud base of 200ft and runway
visibility range of 800m, or as the approach plate details. Being
confident talking to air traffic control, in joining airways, in the
hold and on any approach, 2D or 3D, traditional or PBN, makes
flying more pleasurable.
After it is all finished, if I could go back in time, would I
do it all again? Definitely. Is it cheap? No, flying rarely is.
Is it hard? Only as difficult as one would expect but anyone
who has mastered the skills, both theoretical and practical to
obtain their private pilot’s licence has what it takes to obtain
the CBIR. Would I have done it, if the CBIR did not exist?
Probably not. Am I going to use these new privileges? Without
a doubt! When is the next PPL/IR Europe event now…

PPL/IR EUROPE

Top: Overflying Munich
Centre: The Author and Family in Salzburg
Bottom: Father and daughter flying the Piper Matrix
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Alternate Aerodromes for IFR
by Jim Thorpe

M

ost of the people involved in
regulating IFR know little
about instrument flying as
experienced by a private pilot
flying single crew. A decade
ago regulators might have had commercial
pilot experience that stretched back to
the days when commercial operations
involved single crew flying of piston
engine aircraft. They had at least a folk
memory of the issues. That has now gone.
Regulators are typically intelligent and
have good intentions but if they have
flying experience it will have been in a
two-crew airline context or the military.
They tend to assume that some watereddown version of what works for CAT must
surely be best for GA. To quote the song
- it ain’t necessarily true.
Alternates for CAT
The underlying assumption is, quite
reasonably, that the aircraft is going to go
where it was scheduled to go. Ideally it
arrives on time. If circumstances prevent
this, second best is to get there late. Third
best is to land somewhere else that is close
enough to enable the airline operations
department to get the passengers to
their destination by coach or rail as
quickly as possible. The result is that
alternates, subject to safety and weather
pattern considerations, are as close to
the destination as possible. A scheduled
service will depart even if the weather
forecast is marginal. Some commercial
aircraft are capable of landing in all but
the most extreme weather conditions.
Almost none of these assumptions apply
to a GA pilot.
Regulatory Guidance
It is interesting that the USA has always
had an obligation to select an alternative in
the context of regulatory criteria. The rules
are somewhat complex have thus been a
regular feature of the FAA IR exams. The
UK had no specifics, just an indication
that it was good airmanship to specify
an alternate. Now EASA NCO.OP.140
specifies circumstances under which an
alternate is or is not needed. I suggest
such criteria while not unreasonable in
themselves are based on a premise that
has little relevance for most GA IFR

10
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operations.
Alternates for GA
The most satisfactory alternate for a GA
pilot is to stay at home. Why would you
want to go somewhere the weather is truly
awful? Why would you want to be at some
airfield with marginally better weather
in a town you have no desire to visit?
Why would you want to spend your time
discovering there are no hire cars or public
transport available?
Today it is unusual for the weather
to not be as forecast. More commonly,
thanks to the Michael Fish effect the Met
Office has a fondness for PROB 30% ‘s.
Actual weather therefore tends to be better
than forecast. If you end up needing to
divert or hold there is strong probability
that your whole decision-making process
may benefit from a rethink.
If you have decided to rely completely
on a forecast of weather improving
then you should be watching the actual
development like a hawk. You can listen
to the ATIS at en route airfields and,
when appropriate simply ask ATC for
the destination weather. More affordable
downlink weather sources are now
becoming available so you can monitor
the evolving METARs yourself. Turning
round and going home or landing
somewhere en route and having a coffee
or a meal to allow careful reconsideration
become available options well before
any question of fuel reserves becomes a
concern.
High End GA
These views might be rejected by those
owning the most capable GA machines
who fly for business. They feel they have
an IR and can adopt a similar strategy
to CAT. This minority has needs that
approximate more closely to the CAT
model. Even accepting that they tend to be
more experienced, such pilots might reflect
that they have eroded their own safety
margins. They have painted themselves
to some degree into the ‘get there itis’
corner. In the context of alternates, they
might mitigate this by researching travel
options from suitable alternates that would
still enable them to achieve their aim. The
decision as to an acceptable risk profile is

an individual choice. By all means accept
the risk but recognise that being under
pressure to arrive at a given location at a
given time has a negative safety impact.
In case this comes across as ‘holier
than thou’, not long ago I made a short
apparently undemanding UK flight with
minimal planning to attend a meeting with
several people who were travelling at my
request. It ended in the most demanding
ILS I have ever flown when giving up and
going home was obviously the prudent
option at several points as the scenario
developed.
Flight Plan Alternate
This is just administrative and of itself
does not matter that much.
Fuel
The commercial calculation involving fuel
to destination, destination to alternate plus
X minutes holding and a % fudge factor
may provide a sensible number but the
underlying thinking is CAT based. I know
tankering excess fuel is inefficient but
given any kind of adversity lots of fuel
is a great reassurance. Some sort of after
market fuel flow measuring device such
as a Shadin is excellent and can give you
the confidence to work to tighter margins.
The Micky Mouse pressure gauges
masquerading as flow gauges beloved of
Cessna and Piper are not to be relied on.
However, rubbish in leads to rubbish data
out and starting with really full tanks as
opposed to nearly full tanks can make a
significant difference. Happy are those
with an aircraft with a simple fuel system
and a both position on the fuel cock.
Others are likely to have complex systems
where fuel management errors are easily
made and unless you are happy running
tanks dry, considerable undocumented
unusable fuel may be on board. On the
other hand, a substantial fuel saving can
usually be made by throttling back so in
a dire emergency it is likely that a large
endurance increase is possible.
Fog
Having said that forecasts tend to be
optimistic one aspect of optimism is not
good news - the forecast time at which
fog will disperse. When the temperature
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and dew point are equal or close, you
must be very cautious. A typical situation
is that the TAF indicates a clearance mid
morning with the fog returning in the late
afternoon. Quite often the clearance in a
given locality comes several hours later
than forecast or does not happen at all.
It has taken me many hours of sitting in
airports waiting for fog to clear to realise
that this is a mugs game. At least departure
delays are safe unless you choose to take
off in conditions when you could not
return and land.
If the reverse situation applies and you
are departing in good weather for a fogged
in destination, this is high risk. You really
need a cast iron alternate and given how
widespread winter fog can be, this is likely
to involve long diversions. I learned my
lesson flying to Brussels many years ago.
Coasting out at Dover l came within range
of VOLMET (yes, the Stone Ages) and
learned that Brussels weather was below
minimums. London was helpful giving
me a route back to Gloucester against
the normal TMA flow. Gloucester had
no ILS at the time and I saw nothing off
the NDB/ DME approach (This was even
after flying it twice having swopped ends something I would probably not do today).
I headed for Bristol Filton, sadly now a
housing estate. As I landed at something
approaching minimums, the fog rolled
in behind me and the airport closed. The
nearest definitely usable airport turned out
to be 150 nm away.
Special VFR local & minima
If the MET services tend to be conservative,
some airports can be optimistic in their
weather assessment if they have local
regulations that will restrict their arrivals
or departures. Often this is helpful when
the pilot is in a position to make their
own assessment. Sometimes it is quite
dangerous when, for example, the airport
is saying special VFR conditions apply
and there is a circle to land procedure. You
might pop out at some fairly low altitude
off the instrument procedure expecting
to be able to circle to land fairly easily
only to discover that you can barely see
the runway even if your wing is scraping
the airfield boundary. The choice of an
alternate where a circle to land is likely is
undesirable.
Lack of a viable alternate
Point of no return (PNR) calculations
are getting beyond the scope of this

discussion. They classically occur on long
ocean crossings or in remote regions of the
world. Down link weather is now fairly
readily accessible and even this scenario
is much less challenging than used to be
the case if you can watch the destination
METAR evolve every half hour.

2.

The intention is now that you will
travel on the day although exact
timing and detail may vary.

3.

When you plan your route and file
your plan give some thought to
airfields along the route that might
suit you. They need an IAP but
beyond that how do they fit with
your personal needs. An unexpected
overnight in La Rochelle may be fun
and perfectly acceptable en route to
Spain while an unplanned night in
Liverpool en route to your holiday
in Scotland less so.

4.

Develop your own weather sources,
TAFS, METARs, Radar etc. with
easy access for updating.

5.

Never skimp on fuel reserves even
if you depart a little over gross (but
well within C of G limits).

6.

Build in your own margin between
the forecast weather and your
personal comfort zone.

7.

Make your planned alternate well
short of your destination.

8.

If your preferred destination is
a VFR airfield, make sure that
travel options between your IFR
alternate and the destination are an
acceptable second best.

9.

Always have IFR and VFR data /
charts for a range of options. A
route offset from the direct route by
100 NM involving a few extra track
miles may completely change the
weather factors.

GPS
GPS is incredibly reliable but it does
fail and if your destination and alternate
offers nothing else by way of instrument
approaches you are in serious trouble.
This is unlikely in populated areas but
something to keep an eye on in more
remote regions.
Blocked Runway
You are having a really bad day if this
occurs when you are approaching your
destination with your preferred alternate
two hours behind you. It has only happened
to me once. The previous aircraft had a tyre
burst on the runway. This was Port Sudan
at the time the Sudan was not an overly
stable country and there was no obvious
alternate. An over excited Controller
instructed me to go away but I could see
that given local conditions that achieved
nothing. The aircraft had skidded almost
off the runway which was quite wide
and long so I just landed anyway. Half a
dozen aircraft followed my example so
nothing was said by ATC. Of course these
circumstances would be rare in Europe
but it is worth thinking that there are very
few airfields that could not accommodate
a safe GA landing somewhere within their
boundary. Once thanks to poor planning
and very high winds while flying a big
taildragger, I had to land across the main
runway at a well-known French airfield.
Hardly anyone else was flying, ATC cooperated and after landing nothing more
was said. In these circumstances declare
an emergency if that is what it takes to get
ATC co-operation.
A General Strategy
The assumption is that you are a relatively
inexperienced instrument pilot. You want
to go somewhere new and fairly distant
You have a degree of flexibility on timing
and you are not operating in remote or
oceanic areas. Some of the following is
pretty basic but basic or not some pilots
still seem to get it wrong.
1.

Look at the long term forecast and
match your plans with an apparently
favourable day.
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10. Always carry anything that might
widen your acceptable options.
Some deice kit so you do not have
to wait for the sun to burn ice off
the airframe; an overnight bag so an
unplanned stop is marginally more
pleasant; a few snacks and drinks so
some delay trapped airside is more
bearable.
11. Update the destination weather as
far away as possible.
12. Do not be tempted to press on in the
hope it will improve. Divert and re
plan on the ground.
13. Never hold overhead the destination
for weather improvements.
Good luck and good flying.
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A REMINISCENCE

A Reminiscence on Jim Thorpe’s “Alternate
Aerodromes”
by Anthony Bowles

J

im’s advice that the best alternate is to stay at home is certainly
true, particularly if the meteorological hazard is fog. Long
ago, I was a young and bold pilot with a newly acquired IR.
This allowed me to go anywhere I thought anytime!
November day in the mid 1970’ties and I was out to make
an impression with the girls. Sunday lunch in Le Touquet was the
standard impressment technique and if the weather was not all that
good, that was even better as it would keep the crowds away from
LFAT and allow for a leisurely lunch. In those days, it was not
possible to fly directly to LFAT, a stop had to be made somewhere
for customs and there were several possibilities, Luton, Southend,
Lydd and even Gatwick (free of charge for customs clearance
landings!). There were still the low level cross Channel IFR routes
directly from Lydd to Le Touquet going outbound at 1,000 or
3,000ft and returning at 2,000 or 4,000ft designed for the old Silver
City car ferry Bristol planes. Also in those days, you could fill a bar
box with really cheap duty free beverages which you exported and
then imported on your return.
We left Elstree on a murky misty morning but with a good forecast
for the return later. Lunch was good and the day was evolving with

12
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promise so the return flight looked straightforward. From memory,
we were going to Luton for customs but the ambiance in the aircraft
was swept away when we heard that Luton now had thick fog. A
diversion to Southend was initiated but before we arrived, that field
too was fog bound and by now it was dark and no one talked on
London Info. We retraced our steps and eventually landed at what
was then the RAF Master Diversion field at Manston. A longish
wait for a customs man to come from Ramsgate followed and then
an expensive taxi and very long Sunday night train journey back up
to London. My impressment score with the girl of the day dropped
to zero!!
Met forecasts for the fog to clear and visibility to improve
cannot be relied upon now as then and for almost all GA ops, it is
much better to either sit on the ground and wait for the clearance
to happen (if it does) or throw the day away and try again another
time.
As a postscript, I subsequently tried out my impressment
technique again with another girl; not an entirely good idea as it
was a very windy and bumpy March day but it was eventually
successful and she has been my wife for nearly forty years.
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APPROACH CHART QUIZ

Approach Chart Quiz
Atlantic Challenge - Benbecula EGPL

F

by Graham Whittle

or some the islands of the Outer Hebrides are to be avoided because of the absence of luxury hospitality and the conveyor belt of
frontal systems bringing strong winds and wet weather. There are rewards for those who enjoy simple pleasures. On a clear day,
the scenery on the flight to Benbecula from the south east is spectacular. Folk visit the island cluster known as Uist to trace family
history, cycle, catch salmon and sea trout. For golfers, there is the Askernish Golf Club on South Uist which is a perfect links
course nestled in sand dunes over looking the Ocean. The course was designed by Old Tom Morris in 1891!
It is possible to land on the beach at Solas, on the north coast of North Uist. Search for Solas Beach Flyin on YouTube and you can see
the 2018 Flyin. The other option is to land at Benbecula airport which has two runways, 06/24 1836m with IFR approaches and 17/35
1220m VFR only.
Having decided in advance on a particular day for the trip, one should not be surprised to find that the weather is less than ideal, even
in summer months. On this occasion the surface wind at Benbecula is reported as north west 27 knots and a VFR approach is anticipated
to runway 35. Flying along the western side of the Isle of Skye the EGPL ATIS reports that the cloud is now 700 feet overcast, the
UNITED KINGDOM AIP
AD 2-EGPL-8-6
visibility 10 km or more and the wind is 330 degrees 25 knots gusting 35 knots.
14 Sep 2017
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6. What is the minimum altitude for a low level
circuit from RWY 24 to RWY 35?
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3. What are the consequences of being at 3500ft at
base leg?

5. If on the approach with a constant rate of descent
to RWY 24 at what DME distance, approximately,
should you break cloud?

AD ELEVATION

MSA 25NM VOR BEN

a) Descend at discretion to be at 2200ft at base
leg?
b) Ask for permission to descend?
c) Just follow the instructions given?

4. If on the instrument approach to RWY 24 you
are not happy the situation, the aircraft is being
bounced around because of the strong winds,
and you are fretting that the rate of descent is not
in line with recommended profile, should you go
around straight away?

BENBECULA APPROACH
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2. 20 miles south of the airfield with a procedural
service ATC request that you “Descend to 3500ft,
take the Bravo Echo November 10 DME ARC
and report base leg runway 24”. In this case
should you:
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a) Turn back from whence you came.
b) Descend over the sea to below the cloud base
and make a VFR approach to RWY 35.
c) Ask for vectors to make a VOR/DME approach
to RWY 24.
d) Make a procedural approach to RWY 24 and
land on RWY 24 or manoeuvre in a low level
circuit to RWY 35.
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ALTERNATIVE PROCEDURE EXTENDED HOLDING PATTERN Overhead VOR DME BEN in holding pattern, turn right and descend on extended
outbound leg to 2200(2187). At BEN DME 8.5 turn right to intercept FAT. When established, continue as for main procedure.
NOTES 1 FAT is offset 3.7° from RWY 24 C/L.
2 Procedures interact with Danger Areas EG D701A, 701B, 701C 701Y and 701Z. Procedures available subject to ATC permission.
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CHANGE (10/17): D701A/B/C/Y TEXT UPDATED.
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TARBES TO SANTIAGO

Tarbes to Santiago
A ‘Ferrytale’ Honeymoon

O

by David Fabry

riginally a private pilot turned
professional with many hours,
accustomed to transoceanic flights,
David Fabry ferried a new TBM 850 to
Chile a few years ago. He chose Marion, his wife,
for co-pilot, to give them the most extraordinary
honeymoon!

David and Marion

For many years I have enjoyed reading magazine reports of journeys made by members of our flying fraternity.
These few minutes of escapism are invariably inspiring and I added some destinations to my “bucket list” of future
adventures.
I discovered aviation 15 years ago in the United States. Early memories of this amazing hobby include my first
landing at Meigs Field, Chicago (RIP), my first visit to Oshkosh, the shivers of a roaring Merlin in the belly of a P51
passing me overhead, posing on glaciers with Bruno around Megève, a Beaver flight in the bay of San Francisco
and of course my first transatlantic crossing in 2005. What magical memories and what pleasure today to have
sealed strong friendships on these occasions.
After 3,500 hours of flight, some unnecessary licenses, lots of Jet-A1 burned to cross Asian, European and
American skies including about forty crossings between these two continents, I remain amazed, as many of us,
by the magic of these flights. A happy combination of circumstances gave me the chance to do one which was so
exceptional to the point that I wanted to share it and perhaps leave a trace for posterity.

14
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Three meetings for a transcontinental honeymoon
The first meeting dates back to 2008. An ad on website, some
e-mail exchanges and so began a nice story of plane! I had put
on sale our beloved TBM 700A and Ramiro Urenda made the
decision to purchase it. The speed of this transaction was only
matched by the deep friendship that has united us since this
meeting. We first met in Toussus (Paris) on a Monday morning,
ferried what was our first TBM (SN 2) to Chile and have since
remained so close that I consider our family enlarged.
The second was a little less fortunate ... it took place between
the belly of the second TBM (an 850 this time) of my friend
Ramiro and a small Chilean country strip! We have all read
stories of such accidents but sharing with him in detail the
causes of this unfortunate oversight has been very instructive.
In conclusion, the explanation provided distils a feeling of
vulnerability for any pilot and a good dose of humility. Even
today, I think of him every time I confirm 3 green lights on the
panel.
Of course, I kept the best meeting for the end ... but we are
leaving the aeronautics scene. Not having a good checklist for
packing my travel bag, I ended up in Brussels on a business trip
with a very nice shirt for my meeting the next day but without the
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necessary cufflinks ... Wandering without much idea of where I
was going in the street of my hotel, I pushed the door of a shop
and found myself face to face with a professional, charming
and intriguing young woman who not only had an astute taste
but also the courage to write to me after my visit to make sure
I was satisfied with my purchase. We corresponded for a few
months enabling us to discover each other’s personalities.
These exchanges were a happy preamble to a second inevitable
meeting and my irrepressible desire to marry from the first
moments the woman that the providence had deigned to put in
my way. Luckily, Marion shared this desire and we decided to
get married.
The scene is set ... the chance of a transcontinental honeymoon
at the controls of a brand new TBM 850 to deliver to Chile!

The wreck of the TBM to replace which, apart from its propeller and
some scratches on the belly, seems ready to take off!
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Sometimes life is sweet ... at least when it offers opportunities
like this one, for that I must give thanks.

South or north road? Reason will prevail
Tarbes - Santiago ... a rather unusual flight plan for private pilots
but Jeppesen and UVair are here! First, a choice to make: via
the north or the south? That southern route is tempting because
I had never flown it but I will favour the north for the following
reasons: I had to go to Chicago for business reasons and thought
it might be best to stick to what I know on this special trip. So
north it will be with the following routing for a total of 12,660
nm:
Day 1

Tarbes - Valenciennes - Reykjavick (Iceland): 1,728
nm
Day 2 Ilulissat (Greenland): 304 nm
Day 3 Goose Bay (Canada) - Duluth (USA) – Chicago
(USA): 2,120 nm
Day 4 Miami (USA): 1,000 nm
Day 5 Liberia (Costa Rica): 954 nm
Day 6 Trujillo (Peru): 1,185 nm
Day 7 Arica (Chile) - Santiago de Chile:1,705 nm
Day 9 Punta Arenas (Chile): 1,169 nm
Day 12 Calama (Chile): 1,832 nm
Day 15 Santiago de Chile: 663 nm
Looking at this list, a few remarks immediately come to mind.
First of all, it is quite a few miles so I anticipate about fifty
hours of flying! Very good for me but we are two ... it is also

Top Right: From Reykjavik to Ilulissat: a formality in TBM 850, with
obligatory low flying(!) arriving on the west coast of Greenland and the
bay of Disko.
Centre Right: Icebergs at Ilulissat, a stopover chosen for refueling in
Greenland, photographed this summer. (Photo: Milos Krivokapic)
Bottom Right: The Blue Lagoon and its scorching waters are a must when
visiting Iceland for the first time.
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certain that Valenciennes is denoted by its lack of exoticism but
this is where we had our hangar where I kept all the necessary
equipment: portable distress beacon, survival suits and raft,
maps (less and less necessary with the G1000 and iPad), oil,
tires, tools, water supplies and biscuits (and a small bottle of
cognac in real emergencies!).
This inventory does not seem to have really troubled my
future co-pilot and wife, Marion! Route planning, visas, high
seas to be crossed, followed by a full briefing in case of water
landing slowly changed her look on what started as a traditional
honeymoon to a real adventure.
Likewise, I did not detect a hint of worry in her father’s
eye on the eve of our departure. Although he himself had been
converted to aviation, I imagine that he would have followed
our journey with a degree of anxiety, proportional to the one he
experienced to reach Corsica the previous weekend with his life
jacket around his neck, his GPS broken down and the ink of his
licence still fresh in his pocket ... he was not aware of it at the
time of our trip and that was a good thing!
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accompaniment to this exceptional moment for us if only to pay
tribute to the delivery from Epernay to Ilulissat.

Warm welcome in the USA
The next day this gentle start came to an end. A first flight to
Goose Bay to refuel in awful weather conditions (wind at 65
kt, low ceiling and rain) followed by a long leg to reach the US
Border.
As we travel across Canada, the pace of radio traffic is
accelerating again, the Quebec accent is making my “passenger”
smile. She is now starting to take her co-pilot role seriously:
radio communication, entry of waypoints into the flight plan on
the G1000, fuel burn checks and of course, food being a critical
subject of our couple, refuelling the pilot with whatever was
found enroute. We arrive in the USA, slightly apprehensive of
encountering the customs officer, to finally meet a charming
gentleman with whom we witness the take-off of a patrol of six

Let the fun begin!
After a first short flight of two hours between Tarbes and
Valenciennes that allowed me to verify that this TBM rolled
out of the factory without defects, here we were to load our
mandatory cargo and of course our small suitcases. I want
to emphasize “small”, my co-pilot here having achieved a
performance worthy of a young woman wanting to seduce her
pilot. I have to report this has now changed but the responsibility
clearly lies with our children!
Valenciennes - Reykjavik: the winds do not hold us back and
we did this long leg without stopping in Scotland. Already a
beautiful demonstration of the performance of the TBM! Leaving
the Scottish coast, we feel that the adventure is looming. Faroe
Islands offshore reassure us a bit even if beyond gliding range.
The phraseology on the radio triggers a bit of nostalgia with
position reports and contact widely spaced leaving room for a
musical background and at least a few complicit glances.
These moments of tranquillity bring us to the Icelandic coast
which is already a big contrast from France. The weather is
still quite pleasant, the impeccable handling service as usual,
the hotel overlooking the apron has been refurbished and after
freshening up, we go to the city to enjoy the local cuisine that
derives inspiration from the sea and transforms it brilliantly.
After a night spent in the comfortable bedding of these
latitudes and for first timers, an obligatory visit to the Blue
Lagoon, we prepare to fly 2.5 hours to discover one of the most
beautiful classified natural sites, which takes my breath away at
each visit: Ilulissat, in Greenland. This second flight, shorter, is
packed with interesting landscapes. The sea crossing has more
and more frequent signs of ice and finally arriving on the eastern
shore of Greenland imparts a serene emotion, even at 28,000
feet, an altitude that we leave willingly to complete this flight
periodically inhibiting the terrain alerts and surfing between
icebergs in the middle of the fjord.
Following this unreal journey, we land on the small runway
of Ilulissat, greet friendly controllers and take our quarters in
the beautiful and unexpected Arctic Hotel with its able chef
and improbable wine list. This is by far the best establishment
in a 600 nautical mile radius! Some bubbles are an essential

Top: Ramiro takes delivery of SN.
Bottom: The central square of Trujillo in Peru
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The ultimate reward proposed by the Chilean owner of the TBM, a little trekking in the mountains
and in the Atacama desert: a striking contrast of colours, climates, altitudes, difficult to assimilate
physiologically.

roaring F16s. This episode having made us all deaf, the usual
questions were expedited!
A dash of Jet-A, a start with a hot turbine requiring the proper
technique and here we are again in the air to join Chicago
Midway, where it all began for me. I am allowed to make a visual
approach to runway 31L (which seems much smaller in TBM
than PA-28) almost in formation with a 737 flying the approach
to 31C. I find familiar ground crew and after a few jokes, we

take the road downtown for a shower and a well deserved steak.
The weather has not been pleasant in Chicago but it is about
to get warm. The next day, we head to Miami. A departure from
Midway is always quite busy (Radio work handed back to me
for some reason…), then a few easy hours thanks to the helpful
American air traffic control. The TBM must feel that she is going
to join the home of her American cousins near North Perry as she
slides into the wetter air of Florida to arrive at the Daher hangar.
The friendly team welcomes us, a quick review to conclude that
a simple exterior wash is all that is needed. What satisfaction
and peace of mind to deliver such a well-built aircraft!*
After an evening in Miami Beach, we went to North Perry
to resume our route to Costa Rica passing over Cuba but their
overflight permit came too late in the day: A long night flight,
storms and slightly unfriendly countries had us spend a second
evening in Florida, which was no hardship.

1,200 Nm above the Pacific

NEW: PC12 Class Rating
EASA TBM Class Rating
EASA PA46 Class Rating
ICAO Licence & Rating Conversions
FAA Training
Instrument Rating
Safety Pilot
RVSM Manual Completion & Training
Bespoke training in high performance aeroplanes
www.oysterair.com
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The next morning, documentation is now complete, tanks are
full so we leave for Liberia, overflying the Gulf of Papagayo,
a superb island of lush vegetation similar to Costa Rica for
an arrival on a modest international airport with a wonderful
welcome. A night’s sleep in a very nice hotel by the beach and
we realize that night the chance we have to find ourselves there
on our own. Astounding!
Costa Rica is so beautiful that we enjoy a good part of the
following day doing some sightseeing before going back in the
air. We decide to leave in the evening and flew 1,200 nm over
the Pacific at night …which was a bit intimidating especially
with the low viz approach in rain at minima in Trujillo, Peru and
armed guards upon landing.
We find refuge in the only restaurant still open to enjoy a first
Pisco Sour - a Peruvian version which we will compare with the
Chilean version the next day (the national aperitif is disputed
by both countries). My co-pilot did not have fond memories of
this Peruvian stop. Next time we will go to Machu Pichu. The
necessary formalities and the testing flight would have delayed
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us too much for this trip but the attraction of Trujillo was only
in the Jet-A1.
After a few short hours of sleep, we go on to Arica, in the
north of the Chilean desert, for customs and refuelling. Only a
few more hours and we will be reunited with our friends. The
formalities completed, the plane now Chilean with regard to
customs, we point the nose of the TBM due south to go along
the coast. The navigation is simple: 4 hours along the beach
with the desert on the left. Arriving in Santiago, my friend and
owner of the TBM, Ramiro, is waiting for us on the small field
of Taballara. A small low pass negotiated with the tower to
baptize the arrival of the new plane home and we are delighted
to spend a few days together to enjoy the reunion with children
and friends.
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Chilean tourism with the TBM

Landed in Punta Arenas, we then drive for 5 hours on tracks
to discover Torres del Paine reserve. We had planned to stay
in this sumptuous landscape for a few days. A few treks in the
mountains, horse riding in the pampas and then we head the
opposite way to leave to the north of the country, this time to the
Atacama desert. This striking contrast of colours, climates and
altitudes is somewhat difficult to get used to.
We go on excursions and have siestas before making a final
flight aboard SN to bring her back to Santiago, visit this tranquil
capital for two days before returning on an Air France Airbus
that will take us to Paris in one go ... I ache a bit to have to be
out of a cockpit, Marion mechanically strums her fingers on her
raised tablet, I think it reminds her of a G1000.
What a trip! I hear couples also celebrate their wedding
anniversaries ... “To be married in July is such a perfect time to
go to Oshkosh then Darling, isn’t’ it?”

Well, it’s done: mission accomplished! The plane was delivered
without damage and we can continue our journey, this time only
as tourists. Ramiro decides that our travel plans inside Chile
must be done in the TBM(!) and from here we leave with SN
to first head to the southern tip of the country in Patagonia.

*Editor’s note: this article was written a few years ago, before
Flying smart was founded and became a TBM distributor.
Originally in French, it first appeared in “Aviation et Pilote”
and was translated by Phil and Tracey Caiger with help from
the author.

New Members
PPL/IR Europe extends a warm welcome to new and re-joining members
Mike McPherson		
Javed Rahman		
Jason Murphy
EGBM
Raymond Edgson		
Aidan Paul		
Ralf Himmelein		
Peter Christie		
Andres Katz		
Adam Kakembo
EGSG

UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
USA
UK

Graham Clarkson		
Peter Austin		
Mark McElhinney
EGFF
Kelvin Roberts		
Mark Hardstaff
EGLM
Robert Lamb		
Lewis Brown
EGLK
Jim Tunney
EIWT

Aircraft Insurance

Are you paying too much?
• Get an instant quote online

• Spread your premiums for free

• Select the cover you want

• 24-Hour claims hotline service

UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
Ireland

Visicover is a unique
service that lets you
buy and manage your
aeroplane or helicopter
insurance online
whenever it suits you.

To ﬁnd out more go to Visicover.com
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
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SOCIAL WEEKEND IN GDANSK

PPL/IR Europe Social Weekend in
Gdansk
by James Hallam

S

ince my introduction to IFR touring last year (by way of
catching a ride from Sibiu to Cranfield in a TB20), I have
been keen to cover some real distance in the air again. When
the opportunity came up to join Jim Busby and Ian Gleech in
flying a Cessna 210 to Gdansk for the PPL/IR Europe social
weekend, I jumped at it.
As it happens, this particular C210 has a DI that precesses by
about one degree per minute and a very gloomy artificial horizon
with a case of “the leans”, so given the mostly CAVOK weather
that was prevailing, we made the decision to go VFR. Departing
from Turweston, we did encounter a gloomy overcast and some
light rain over Kent and the Channel, but it cleared up by the time
we coasted in at Calais. Our route took us up the Belgian coast, then
a dog-leg inland to
avoid the Rotterdam
and Schipol CTRs.
It
would
have
taken too much of
a detour to avoid
the Class A Schipol
TMA, however, and
its base at 1500ft
meant that we had
to spend 50nm “dirt
sniffing” down in
the thermals.
We made a brief
refueling stop at
Groningen/Eelde
(avgas
for
the
aircraft, uitsmijter
and kroketten for
the crew) before
continuing
east
towards Gdansk. Clear weather and airspace allowed us to climb
to FL80, and we were cleared to transit overhead Hamburg without
any hassle. The tricky part of this segment was that Gdansk cleared
us into their CTR at just 500’ AGL, then had us orbit for 10 minutes
while Anthony Bowles and Colin Williamson flew the instrument
approach.
After landing and completing the formalities, we took a
cab straight to Pod Łososiem for the first group meal of the
weekend. This restaurant, located in the old town, is decorated in
a wonderfully ornate rococo style, and boasts past clientele such as
Lech Wałęsa, Pope John Paul II and Margaret Thatcher. The food
was pretty good too! Altogether there were ten of us in attendance,
having travelled from various parts of the UK, Denmark and
Poland.
On the Saturday morning we convened at Archikatedra Oliwska,
an elegant basilica dating back to the 16th century. Of particular
interest was the great organ, which is demonstrated regularly for
the public. The performance included tubular bells and gilded
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sculptures of angels with mechanical trumpets that moved around
with the music, all making for a delightful experience. This was
followed by a stroll through the neighbouring Park Oliwski,
a genuinely impressive city park with botanical gardens and
plenty of welcome shade. We even did a little wildlife spotting,
encountering a brood of ducklings and a red squirrel.
The next stop was Karczma Polska Zagroda for a seriously
traditional lunch. Inside the thatched building, walls adorned
with hunting trophies and equipment, we were seated on wooden
benches covered with sheepskin rugs. Pickled herring, bread and
dripping, and “a mix of miscellaneous dumplings with meat” was
washed down with tankards of beer, leaving most of the party
feeling more than a little drowsy.
A
chartered
minibus awaited us
outside the restaurant
to transport us an
hour’s drive away to
the town of Malbork,
home of the largest
castle in the world.
Many of us took the
opportunity to have
a quick snooze on
the bus - that is until
we were collectively
startled awake by
the bone jangling
vibrations resulting
from a long stretch of
inexplicably cobbled
road,
apparently
in the middle of
nowhere.
Malbork castle dates back to the 13th century and was originally
constructed by knights of the Teutonic Order - Catholic crusaders
who, at the time, had established their own separate state in Prussia.
The castle was severely damaged in World War II, but has been
restored since then. We had an extensive tour of the castle, guided
by a very enthusiastic woman who was especially keen to point out
every medieval toilet, and explain in detail the various methods of
torture employed by the knights on those who misbehaved. Our
visit happened to coincide with the annual re-enactment of the
1454 Siege of Malbork, so there was a buzzing atmosphere, with
people in medieval costume shooting flaming arrows and firing
cannons.
We returned that evening for a relaxing supper at the hotel,
serenaded by a live musician on the saxophone. Some of us had
to leave on Sunday morning in order to make it back home within
airfield operating hours, but others were able to stay on and enjoy
the afternoon in Gdansk too.
Special thanks must go to the indefatigable Michał Zienkiewicz
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and his wife Eva, who very kindly organised basically all of
the logistics for the trip. From booking hotel rooms, taxis and
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restaurant tables to providing invaluable local knowledge, the trip
was made dramatically easier thanks to their help.

Clockwise from top left: Malbork Castle, Knights of the Teutonic Order, the organ inside the Archikatedra Oliwska, lunch at Karczma Polska Zagroda,
decorative beer tankard; members’ aircraft at Gdansk.
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Competence and Operations
Working Group Introduction

R

by Timothy Nathan

eaders will probably know by now that about two
years ago it was put by the Board (following a
suggestion by the then chairman, Paul Sherry) and
agreed by the AGM, that the executive structure of
PPL/IR Europe should be changed from an Executive
Committee to a set of working groups working under the
direction of the Board. This focussed effort from a rather
amorphous committee with no real personal responsibilities
overseen by a Board with only fiduciary responsibility to an
active Board consisting of the chairs of a number of working
groups, each board member having personal responsibility
for an important area of PPL/IR Europe activity. The idea,
in a nutshell, was to get more and more focussed stuff done.
I volunteered to chair the Competence and Operations
Working Group and it is just coming up to its first birthday.
Although it has only met once in person, thanks to the
hospitality of Jason Carley, it has been pretty productive in
its first year.
It was agreed at that meeting that we should output in
topics – like, for example, “use of autopilot” or “high altitude
flight” – and that the format of the output should be diverse

– papers, books, seminars, videos, courses or whatever was
appropriate to our target audience. It was also agreed that the
target audience is the whole range of aspirant and practising
GA IFR pilots, so to include IR(R), FAA IR, PPL/IR and
CPL/IR and those training or planning to train, towards them.
The membership of the WG is:
• Vasa Babic, who has owned and f lown a range of twins
from Seneca to King Air, is a real expert on GPS and
PBN and has studied and lectured about accident causal
factors for many years;
• Jason Carley, highly experienced light jet owner and
pilot and technical expert;
• Alan Evans, Instrument Instructor focussing on SEP
instruction for both IR and IMC, as well as owner of a
C182;
• Arwyn Jones, probably the top GA IRE in the UK and
the acknowledged expert on PBN and IFR procedural
matters, as well as being a Captain on A380;
• Julian Scarfe, PPL/IR Europe’s technical and regulatory
guru, sitting on or chairing a number of EASA panels
on various important IFR matters, including all weather
operations and PBN. Julian shares and f lies a PA30;

[Type text]

• Johannes Woolard, who owns and f lies an SEP from
the Scottish Highlands and who has a huge technical
understanding and knowledge of IFR equipment.

Specialists in Instrument Flight Training

ICAO to EASA IR Conversions
Competency Based IR
En-Route IR
SEP & MEP Class Ratings
IR Revalidations & Renewals
PA46 Revalidations & Renewals
Modern EFIS equipped Piper fleet
EASA appoved simulator
CAA Initial IRE on staff
Location: Chester
Tel: +44 (0) 7801 145 644
Web:
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I am also an IR instructor, have flown and operated SEPs and
light twins, at one time commanded charter and ambulance
HS125 and am co-author of the PBN manual. I also lecture
extensively on a range of topics, from PBN to CRM.
The Terms of Reference we set ourselves were:
• Understanding and analysing risk associated with
instrument f lying and IFR operations and to develop
and maintain a knowledge base of risk mitigation.
• Promoting, communicating and promulgating a culture
of safety and risk reduction to members, regulators and
the wider f lying community.
• Understanding the competences required for safe and
efficient instrument f lying and encouraging their
acquisition with training resources and advice. We
should focus our efforts on low hours/low currency
pilots.
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• Facilitating the continuous “professional” development
of our members to support their competence and
operations, particularly responding to regulatory and
environmental changes, advances in technology and
topical concerns among members.
• Understanding the f light operations issues where
members need support, developing and maintaining a
knowledge base of ops subjects and delivering content/
information on operations.
• Helping people find a balance between utility and safety,
and making recommendations to IFR/IMC pilots as to
where that balance lies.
At our first meeting, we determined that we should output on
the following topics:

• Basic IF Training
• Scenario based training
• Helping newbies start out in IFR/IMC Real world/
LOFT/Line Training
• TEM
• Transitioning between types
• SP CRM
• Theoretical Knowledge to match requirements of IFR/
IMC
• PBN/RNAV/GNSS
• Glass
• R/T
• Dive’n’drive vs CDFA

• Understanding and documenting the risks

• List of specialist training organisations

• Documents to be carried on board including ramp check
pack

• CPD (as opposed to training)

• Pre f light planning including suitability of arrival and
departure airfields
• Choice of f light level and use of oxygen
• Aircraft checks
• Setup and use of Avionics, in particular RNP Navigation
• Passenger briefings
• Use of Autopilot
• Use of uncertified devices
• Conspicuity, Traffic awareness, ADS-B, Aids and
training
• Engine Management
• Operating Minima and low visibility operations
• IR(R)s going below recommended minima
• Setting personal minima
• Low vis training/experience
• Circling/Visual approaches
• Instrument Approaches
• Flights which begin or end without a published IFR
procedure
• Joining airways/crossing controlled airspace
• Flights in icing
• High altitude f light
• Planning for survival and emergencies
• Flight time limitations
• Appropriate training plans
• Dissemination, Promulgation, Publication, Mentoring
• Unpublished cloudbreaks
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• GPS/EFB/Gadgets
We allocated eleven of these to authors. I am pleased to say
that eight papers have been published and can be found on
the Operational Working Group Advisories sub-forum of
the PPL/IR Europe website forum. These cover Self briefing
on a new aircraft type, Maintaining competence in basic
instrument flying, IFR in/out of VFR airfields, Electronic
conspicuity, Use of autopilots, High altitude flight, Fuel
management and Scenario based training. Two others,
Setting Personal Minima and Circling approaches are still
being edited but we hope to publish in the next couple of
weeks, possibly even before this issue of IP goes to press.
We would like members to discuss the content of these
papers on the forum, so that the papers can evolve and
improve. Any comments are welcome, controversial, factual
or just opinion.
The other major output, soon to go to press, is the Third
Edition of the PBN Manual. This book has become the bible
for PBN GA training in Europe and is used by several ATOs
as the basis for their courses. John Shannon and I have tried
to update it in a way that not only brings the content up to
date but also makes it more “narrative” – to be read from
beginning to end building a practical understanding – though
retaining all the technical information it is well known for
as well as building on the EASA PBN Learning Objectives.
We haven’t yet given much thought to how else, apart
from papers, these topics could be disseminated. It would
be great to think that we could magically produce high
production value viral YouTube vids with millions of views
from teenagers, who are immediately inspired to start IFR
training, but the truth is that we struggle even to output what
we do.
If there any topics on the list that you, dear member,
would care to write a paper on, please do get in touch. The
more the merrier!
We may also suggest topics about which we invite forum
comments from membership, which we then assemble into a
paper or other output.
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Events
Dates
15th September &
27th October

T

Event
Instrument Weather
Seminar

Location
Cranfield Flying School, Cranfield Airport, Bedfordshire
MK43 0JR UK

he previous instrument weather seminars have been very successful for those who attended and by popular request we
are organising two this year presented by PPL/IR Europe members Alan South and Jim Busby. The first will take place on 15th
September and the second on the 27th October. Both will be held at Cranfield Flying School.The registration form will allow
you to pick your prererence. Also, if you wish to fly in to the seminar then please indicate on the form.
We are planning interactive sessions with all participants and to that end, attendance is limited to 20 people per session.
If oversubscribed, priority will be given to less experienced pilots and those who did not attend earlier seminars. A fee of £25 per
participant will be collected on the day to cover all catering and local expenses.
The purpose of the day is to review and train for weather decision making on routes and equipment typically flown by PPL/IR
Europe members. The day will cover:
• A more practical understanding of the weather parameters of interest to the private instrument rated pilot than is covered in
the theoretical knowledge exams
• Modern forecasting methods and resources
• Practical analysis of real-life weather scenarios by the participants themselves
The seminar is about equipping the participants to make informed weather decisions that are right for them as individuals. Importantly,
it is not about advocating flight in any more or less extreme weather. The content is relevant to all pilots flying under IFR, whether
EASA, FAA or IR(R) rated.
The presenters have more than 50 years’ experience between them of using light aircraft to go places on schedule and an unusually
keen interest in meteorology.
The day will start with tea/coffee and registration at 1030 for an 1100 start, and conclude by 1700. A sandwich lunch will be
available. If there is sufficient demand, it may be possible to organise a social dinner after the event; please indicate if you would be
interested in this when booking your place.

December

Christmas Market
weekend

TBA

An informal fly-out to one of
Europe’s Christmas markets.

Approach Chart Quiz - Answers
1. Turning back is always an option, you should have plenty of
fuel, AVGAS is not available at EGPL. In the absence of IR
privileges or IFR equipment a cloud break over the sea would
get the job done. Asking for vectors would be impractical as
there is no Radar at EGPL. A procedural approach would
be a good option, with a low level circuit to RWY35 if the
crosswind will be too much of a challenge.
2. On a procedural service you must follow ATC instructions,
however, the phraseology is non-standard and you have not
been explicitly cleared for the procedure so, option (c) would
seem reasonable. However, once established on the arc I
might request descent in accordance with the procedure option (b).
3. Arriving at base leg at 3,500 ft would mean that with the
340ft/nm descent profile at 10 miles you will be at the correct
height for a continuous descend to the threshold and well
above those rocks at 1,139 ft.
24
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4. The instruction on the plate states that a missed approach
should not commence before the missed approach point,
however, nothing prevents you stopping your descent at
any time earlier as long as you do not turn until passing the
MAPt.
5. With cloud reported at 700 ft and the rate of descent of 340ft/
nm that would be equivalent to 2nm from the threshold, plus
the 0.7nm that BEN is beyond the threshold of RWY 24, so
you should be breaking cloud at about 3 DME. In a light
aircraft this should be sufficient distance to turn downwind
righthand to to RWY 35.
6. The higher of the VM(C)OCA and 500 ft plus the aerodrome
elevation. So, 519 ft is the minimum altitude for a low level
circuit.

BREAKING-IN BRAKES
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Breaking-in Brakes

O

by Alan South

ur presence exhibiting at
AeroExpo began many years
ago with an experiment. We
were offered a free stand in
exchange for organising and
chairing the series of seminars. I recall one
of the seminars being on the importance of
correctly bedding in brakes, which at the
time I thought a bit deep and obscure even
for an aviation event, so did not attend. I
have bedded in plenty of brakes over the
years on cars and motorbikes, so what
else could there be to learn? Take it nice
and easy for a while to develop a good fit
between pad and disc.
Turns out I was wrong; fast forward
about fifteen years and I am increasingly
dissatisfied with the braking performance
of my Twin Comanche. It is not that I often
need much braking, it is that the brakes just
felt wrong. They did not have much power
and the best way to describe them is that
they felt “wooden”. When they did need to
be used in anger, they would overheat and
leave the disc with a blued surface. That
surface got increasingly rough and despite
not needing much braking, we were
getting through brake pads pretty quickly.
At AeroExpo in Friedrichshafen in
2017 I went and had a chat with Dan
Andrews at APS Brakes, who were the
manufacturers of the brakes fitted to my
aircraft. He explained the importance of
using a correct break-in procedure.
The technical theory is that
aircraft brakes fitted to twins,
turbines, and larger singles work
on the principle of adherent
friction. This means that a thin
layer of brake pad material
transfers and bonds to the surface
of the disc. Braking action is
achieved by the pads gripping the
material transferred onto the disc.
Correct braking only occurs when
that transfer layer is properly in
place.
The break-in process is
to ensure that such a layer is
correctly created. Unsurprisingly,
it takes heat, plenty of heat. For
APS brakes, the recommended

process is to fast taxi to 35 kts

groundspeed and stop hard, then
immediately back up to 35 kts and


repeat. Taxi back in, chock the aircraft
with the brakes off and leave for 15
minutes or so to cool down. Once done,
check the brakes will hold on high power,
and repeat the process if not.
So what happens if you do not do this
properly? The failure mode is that you
get brakes that become “glazed”, where
friction material becomes crystallised on
the surface of both pad and disc. Once this
happens, there is pretty much no solution
other than to fit new discs and pads and
start again.
This may sound familiar to anyone
who has done the break-in process of a
new aircraft engine. You have to work the
system hard to get proper break-in and
failure to do so is irreversible. One has a
general sense that one should treat new
parts delicately, but with aircraft brakes –
as well as cylinders – exactly the opposite
is required.
Braking technology has moved on over
the years, mainly to get rid of using that
excellent friction material, asbestos, hence
why there is a need for these different
procedures.
Despite the poor performance of the
brakes on my Twin Com being almost
certainly down to me not correctly bedding
them in, Dan Andrews stood by the
performance of his company’s products.
He arranged for a new set of discs and
pads to be sent to me free of charge.

I fitted them in May 2017 and did
the correct bed-in procedure. The
improvement was remarkable, and a
year on the discs and pads are still in
really good shape. Previously, we were
sometimes needing to replace pads at 50
hours. Thank you, Dan.
These notes apply to aircraft fitted
with metallic brake linings. Lighter
singles are likely to use a different brake
technology that requires a different breakin procedure. Check with your engineer
and refer also to http://www.apsbrakes.
com

High Performance
Aircraft Hire
EASA registered TBM 700C2

Carries six adults at nearly 300ktas
Large, quiet, air-conditioned, luxury cabin
Climbs to 31,000 ft in under 22 minutes




Flies over 1,565 nm with NBAA IFR
reserves
Can land on a 2,133 ft (650 m) runway

Available for private hire to suitably qualified pilots with more than 750hrs TT
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WEEKENDERS QUIMPER

Weekenders
Quimper

Charming Capital of Finistère
by Colin Williamson

O

ur weekend was planned for the beginning of May,
when we were desperate to escape that long, wet spring
and find some warm sunshine. To be honest, our first
plan was for Dinard in Normandy but the forecast of a
northerly wind persuaded me to fly just a little further,
to the south coast of Brittany, where warmer temperatures were
in prospect. In the event, we were delighted with our choice of
Quimper, which quite exceeded our expectations.
After reading the AIP, NOTAMS and forum entries for LFRQ,
I was still a little uncertain about whether immigration services
would be available for arrival from UK. A telephone call and email
to the helpful ATC confirmed that immigration extra-Schengen
was available from 1 May to mid-September. This was the first,
but not the last indication, that this part of Brittany is geared
around seasonal summer visitors. I submitted a GenDec to ATC
who forwarded it to the local douaniers and we were good to go.
The route from the UK was straightforward, with DCTs
required to cross the Jersey zone before picking up G27 to ARE.
Iroise Approach directed me to the IAF for the RNAV approach to
runway 28 and, after landing, the tower pointed me at the AirBP
self-service avgas pump. We parked adjacent to the terminal. As
we passed through the arrivals baggage hall at the same time as
a commercial flight from Paris, a smiling immigration officer in
plain clothes sidled up to us and asked to see our passports. I think
it was our having bags already that gave us away.
We had booked a car from Europcar, which was substantially
cheaper than other outlets but opening hours are limited to coincide
with commercial flights. Fortunately, we were on-time and out of
the baggage hall first.
While Quimper is the administrative and cultural capital
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of the Finistère department, it is not blessed with much quality
accommodation in the centre. This limitation proved to be a
blessing, for it prompted us to look beyond the city walls and
choose the delightful Logis du Stang. To call it just a bed-andbreakfast would be a misnomer, for it is a classic French manor
farmhouse in walled grounds, complete with very happy hens
and lambs. Our hostess Annie could not have been more helpful
or charming, and she went out of her way to make us welcome.
Enormous breakfasts were served round a large communal dining
table, complete with a selection of freshly-baked Breton cakes and
pastries; I’m not much of a conversationalist at breakfast but our
fellow Australian and German guests put paid to my usual taciturn
start to the day.
On Annie’s suggestion, we spent our first morning in the
Locmarie district on the west side of the city, visiting a ceramic
showroom that features distinctive faïence pottery, hand-painted
since 1708, and the nearby priory on the banks of the River Odet.
The associated walled botanical garden is most attractive, and
we liked our morning coffee at La Prieuré cafe so much that we
booked for dinner that evening. It was a wise decision for our
subsequent meal was delicious.
I knew that Brittany and Cornwall, an English county across
the channel, were said to have much in common. Discovering
that part of Brittany is known as Cornouaille confirmed it. We
spent a most enjoyable day-and-a-half exploring the towns and
coast throughout south-west Brittany, including Concarneau with
its citadel, arty Pont-Aven (favoured by Paul Gauguin), medieval
Locronan and the western-most Pointe du Raz.
Our exploration proper of Quimper itself was left to last, and
the best it proved to be. Half-timbered houses lean across narrow
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streets that wander towards squares full of colourful parasolbedecked crêperies and chattering diners. Indeed, like most areas
of France, Brittany is proud of its culinary specialities that include
cider and seafood as well as crêpes; on our sampling, the pride is
well-deserved. The twin spires of the gothic cathedral soar above
the rooftops and beckon the faithful – or just curious – to come
inside.
We extended our tasty lunch at the Crêperie Ardoise as long
as we could, but finally that moment came when we had to walk
back to the rental car and return to the airport. I dutifully went
airside to pay my landing fees where the black-on-yellow C said I
should, but all was locked. Returning to the terminal, it transpired
I needed to pay at the information desk. Despite my email and
FPL, it seemed they had to prepare my invoice from scratch, using
computers powered by snails. At last, we were back at the aircraft
and, once loaded and started, were cleared for an omni-directional
departure to ARE. As Brittany passed under the wings and we
headed towards Jersey once more, we vowed to return – soon.
We stayed at:
Le Logis du Stang, 41 allée du Stang-Youenn, 29000 Quimper
Tel: +33 (0)2 98 52 00 55
Web: www.logis-du-stang.com
Price for 3 nights: €288
LFRQ:
Landing and parking fees (SR20, 67 hrs): €13.01
Fuel: Avgas €2.158/litre
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BUY

RENT

Crédits photo : Airborne Films/Daher - Création Acajou

TRAVEL

BUY A TBM
The new 330 Kts TBM 910
& TBM 930 are certified,
efficient and bullet proof
performers. Call today
to tailor your own and
enjoy exceptional speed,
range and payload with no
compromise!

TRADING
Choose from great selection
of certified pre-owned TBM
or sell your aircraft. Call or
check our inventory online
at : www.flyingsmart.aero

MANAGEMENT
Simplify your ownership
experience thanks to our
total care management
program.

w w w . F LY I N G s m a r t . a e r o
UK : +44 1959 58 12 18
USA: +1 (213) 973-3337
France : +33 638 35 75 92
info@FLYINGsmart.aero

SET IMC EASA
APPROVED
FIRST UK SINGLE
ENGINE TURBINE ON
AOC IS A TBM 900 !

TRAVEL
FLYING Smart provides
a secured framework for
pilots who wish to rent a TBM.
Our network currently covers
8 locations across Belgium,
France and the U.K. We also
help to ferry your airplane or
plan your dream trip!

